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Setting up a Chart on thinkorswim



People often ask, “How would you
describe your trading methodology?”
There are two main types of trading that I prefer:

1. Breakouts from low volatility with unusual volume 
and price action.

2. Continuation plays in high growth stocks.

To trade breakouts, I want to see low volatility
(hence the squeeze), Volume signatures (hence pocket 

pivots), and trend strength (hence MOBO).

For continuation, look for breaks above resistance 
(Darvas created Darvas boxes for trending stocks),
Snapbacks (FW’s basic CCI), cup and handle, flags.



Stocks hitting new highs on Friday September 27th. 
Currently in my portfolio: ACAD, TSLA, CLDX, JKS, 

NXST,  TSL, FB, PCYC. Solars, some biotechs had a very 
good day and week while the market was tanking.



Here is the default chart on thinkorswim. It is a one year 
daily barchart with blue volume bars. William O’Neil,              

Dr. Chris Kacher and Gil Morales, Dan Zanger, Jesse Stein, 
Tyler Bollhorn, and Mark Minervini, the outstanding traders      
I consider my gurus, all use barcharts.  Why candlesticks?

ACAD one year 
daily bar chart



Here is a daily bar chart of ACAD. I personally like candlesticks 
because they give indications of changes in psychology.             

For example, kickers, engulfing, and green candle lows/red 
candle highs each gives an indication of a change in sentiment.

ACAD three month 
daily bar chart



There are a number of options to modify the charts on 
thinkorswim. Here is the window with the General tab               

open and current settings on my charts.



Here is the Price Axis tab.  It is important to have the price bars 
fill the chart, which is accomplished by ticking the Fit High/Low 

box. Using the Log Scale smooths out the slope of strong trends.



The Time Axis tab allows settings for Aggregation, Interval,  and 
Period as well as expiration and year end lines. Note you can 

also create empty space to the right of the price bars.



The Appearance tab allows allows settings for Mode, Type,  
and Volume bar settings (click Common triangle)



Under the Equities tab, you can show Corporate Actions          
(for example earnings), create a volume subgraph, and display        

after-hour and pre-market trading on Intraday charts.



Under the Options tab, you can show Open Interest and 
Theoretical price, create a volume subgraph, and display          

after-hours and pre-market trading results.



The first settings on thinkorswim are under the style tab,
in which you will choose aggregation, time frame, chart 
mode, and chart type. Normally I use a time chart in a 

Standard mode with Candlesticks.



Range bars are created each time a particular range is 
completed. For an inexpensive stock like ACAD, a $1 range was 

used. There are no volume bars, but the PSAR still is valid.

ACAD one year $1 
range bar chart



For a more expensive stock like NFLX, a $10 range was 
used. When the stock was around $90, would have used a 

$5 range. Note the snapback signals on the FW CCI.

NFLX one year $10 
range bar chart



Heikin Ashi bars are also useful for filtering out volatility noise 
and showing trend strength and direction very graphically.        

This weekly chart of JKS clearly shows the up down up action.

JKS Heikin Ashi  
one year weekly



One year weekly Heikin Ashi chart of PCYC showing                
very graphically potential entry and add locations                    
during its uptrend. Note snapbacks on FW CCI.

PCYC Heikin Ashi  
one year weekly



Heikin Ashi trend strength and pullbacks on                    
one year weekly chart of NFLX. Note SBUs.

NFLX Heikin Ashi  
one year weekly



One year weekly Heikin Ashi chart of ACAD showing 
incredible trend strength and a few SBUs but no real pullbacks.

ACAD Heikin Ashi  
one year weekly



Under the Appearance  tab, I prefer to have the volume bars 
colored, especially since I am searching for Pocket Pivots.



Under drawings, I frequently use Trendlines, 
Price Levels, Regression Channels (for slope 
and overbought/oversold determination), 
and the Fibonaccis (for trend strength: want 
to see retracements less than 50%).
Breakouts above a descending Trendline are 
bullish. Moves above a previous swing high, 
delineated by a Price Level, where new highs 
are established, are frequently bullish and 
typical O’Neil and Darvas entry points.



NFLX weekly standard chart with a Price Level established      
at 197.62. Once you have created a Price Level, you can edit it 

by clicking over the line and opening a Properties window.
Note SBU, Pocket Pivot, MOBO breakout at the 197.62 cross.

NFLX one year 
weekly chart



On Friday SREV broke across its descending        
Trendline as well as its 10 EMA and 50 DMA.                

A break through the 12.57 PSAR would trigger an entry.

SREV daily           
3 month



STUDIES on TOS



Most studies are based on price and 
as such are lagging indicators.             
I use the squeeze as an indicator of 
low volatility, FW MOBO as an 
indication of strength in a trend, and 
the CCI snapbacks as opportunities 
to enter or add to a position in a 
strong growth stock. I also like 
Darvas boxes because they indicate 
support and resistance levels for a 
strong trending stock. There are two 
ways to enter studies, either 
through the Add Study tab or the 
Edit Studies window.



Moving averages are lagging, but there does appear to be 
institutional buying and selling at the key MAs. David Elliott 

was a strong proponent of MAP patterns. Jesse Stine calls the 
10 MA on a weekly chart the Magic line because there are 

frequently examples of buying reactions there.



After entering a 10 EMA, the other key moving averages are 
the 20, 50, 100, and 200 SMAs. The weekly 10 EMA is very 
similar to a 50 DMA because there are 5 days in the week.



Daily chart of ACAD with key moving averages displayed.
Light blue = 10 EMA and 100 SMA; red = 20 SMA;

magenta = 50 SMA; and green = 200 SMA.

ACAD daily
3 months



Chart of  TSLA showing reaction at the Magic line ( a David Elliott 
map pattern). Also note the snapbacks after cherries on the FW CCI, 
the initial breakout from a squeeze, and potential Trendline resistance.

TSLA one year 
weekly chart



Once I have added the key MAs, I usually create 3 studies on my 
price chart. The Darvas Box indicates support and resistance levels 

(previous swing highs/lows); PSAR triggers entries and exits;
and MOBO indicates when price goes from chop to trending.



Chart of ACAD showing the three studies other than MAs on the 
price chart and the two studies on the Subgraph, namely FW CCI 
which shows snapbacks in a trend continuation and the Squeeze 
which indicates low volatility (Bollingers inside Keltner channels).

ACAD daily
3 months



Once I have entered the studies I find useful,  I want to be able 
to see instances of unusual volume. The Pocket pivot strategy 

does this; the script is in the May 26 web 99 archives.



Now the instances of unusual volume are very 
easy to spot (light blue arrows). Pocket pivots are 

very good indications of institutional activity.

ACAD daily
3 months



Daily and weekly charts of SPY with daily MACD bearish 
divergence. Several of you probably trade MACD divergences. 
If so, you want a chart with the MACD study and a means to 

scan for divergences (such as Ramp 7 by Nebadawn)

SPY weekly

SPY daily



thinkorswim has the capability to create grids which 
can be saved with its studies and also to save a 
study set which is shown at the bottom in the 
inset. Here is a 3 grid set based on time (monthly 
weekly daily); other possibilities: daily hourly 15 
minute; standard/range bar/Heikin Ashi.



thinkorswim also has a seasonality function available, here 
shown with a daily chart of GOOG. Magenta Software is 
much more sophisticated, so feel fortunate if you have it.
Magenta = seasonal chart; green = current price action.

GOOG daily

GOOG 
seasonality



One year grid charts of TSLA with $10 range bars (left), Heikin 
Ashi weekly chart (center), and standard weekly chart (right).

One year
$10 range bar

One year
Heikin Ashii

One year
Heikin Ashii

One year
standard



We covered scanning on finviz and thinkorswim in earlier sessions (for 
example September 15th: PSAR, squeeze, MOBO, and unusual 

volume; August 4th: What to buy, when to buy, when to sell; May 26th 
- scripts for scans and studies - all archived at magentatrader.com) 
Having an idea of what we are interested in, on Sunday we will 

proceed to look for the best of the high growth stocks for 
opportunities to enter or add to our positions and to look for stocks 
basing with low volatility for potentially explosive moves. Derek will 
be along to demonstrate the power of Magenta software in finding 
stocks with strong trends and good price consistency.  Among the 
winners we have featured in the past year, all up over 100% since 

posted, are SPWR, JKS, NFLX (December 10th), ACAD, PCYC, FB, 
GNK, NUGT, and FU (September 15th). Is there anyone else providing 

these kinds of insights? For one, Jesse Stine, who has quite 
independently posted on the solars, shippers, FU, and gold miners! 

Scans, searches, and 
portfolio creation.



For the first hour we will discuss charting on TOS.
In hour 2 we will use Magenta Trader to scan for strong 

growth stocks. Magenta has some unique features in 
addition to its seasonality function. Derek will 

participate by showing how to scan and the ability to see 
upcycle growth and price consistency. 

I have also created a template on Edgerater software 
with Chris White for trading with the squeeze,

with Pocket pivots, MOBO, PSAR, and Keltner triggers. 
We will be putting together a webinar tomorrow 

explaining the use of the template. Chris, Jeff Scott, Ian 
Woodward from HGSI, and Gil Morales will join me at 
our workshop on Trading Growth Stocks in Santa Ana 

October 18th to 20th.
  



Next sessions...
Sunday October 6, 2013

Review of best performers in September
Sunday October 13, 2013


